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Abstract. We examine the problem whether a given weakly extended
process rewrite system (wPRS) contains a reachable state satisfying a
given formula of Hennessy–Milner logic. We show that this problem is
decidable. As a corollary we observe that the problem of strong bisimilarity between wPRS and ﬁnite-state systems is decidable. Decidability
of the same problem for wPRS subclasses, namely PAN and PRS, has
been formulated as an open question, see e.g. [Srb02]. We also strengthen
some related undecidability results on some PRS subclasses.

1

Introduction

Current software systems often exhibit an evolving structure and/or operate on
unbounded data types. Hence automatic veriﬁcation of such systems usually requires to model them as inﬁnite-state ones. Various modeling formalisms suited
to diﬀerent kinds of applications have been developed with their respective advantages and limitations.
Here we employ the classes of inﬁnite-state systems deﬁned by term rewrite
systems and called Process Rewrite Systems (PRS) as proposed by Mayr [May00].
PRS subsume a variety of the formalisms studied in the context of formal veriﬁcation. Petri nets (PN), pushdown processes (PDA), and process algebras like BPA,
BPP, or PA all serve to exemplify this. The relative expressive power of various
process classes has been studied, especially with respect to strong bisimulation;
see [BCS96, Mol96] and [May00] showing the strictness of the PRS hierarchy.
Their relevance for modeling and analysing programs is shown e.g. in [Esp02],
for automatic veriﬁcation see e.g. surveys [BCMS01, KJ02, Srb02].
Expressiveness of (most of) the PRS classes can be increased by adding
a ﬁnite-state control unit to the PRS rewriting mechanism, which results in socalled state-extended PRS (sePRS) classes, see e.g. [JKM01, HM01]. We have
extended the PRS hierarchy by the sePRS classes and reﬁned this extended
hierarchy by introducing PRS equipped with a weak ﬁnite-state unit (wPRS,
inspired by weak automata [MSS92]) [KŘS04b, KŘS04a].
Research on the expressive power of process classes has been accompanied by
exploring algorithmic boundaries of various veriﬁcation problems. In this paper
we mainly focus on model checking some (fragments of) simple branching time
logics, namely EF and EG, on the process classes mentioned above.
R. Ramanujam and S. Sen (Eds.): FSTTCS 2005, LNCS 3821, pp. 213–224, 2005.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2005
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First, we note that the reachability problem, i.e. to decide whether a given
state is reachable from the initial one, is decidable for the classes of PRS [May00]
and wPRS [KŘS04a], while it is undecidable for sePA [BEH95]. All the problems
mentioned below remain undecidable on the sePA class due to its Turing power.
A reachability property problem, for a given system ∆ and a given formula ϕ,
is to decide whether EFϕ holds in the initial state of ∆. Hence, these problems
are parametrized by the class to which the system ∆ belongs, and by the type
of the formula ϕ. In most of practical situations, ϕ speciﬁes error states and the
reachability property problem is a formalization of a natural veriﬁcation problem
whether some error state is reachable in a given system.
We recall that the (full) EF logic is decidable for PAD [May98] (PAD subsumes both PA and PDA). It is undecidable for PN [Esp94]; an inspection of the
proof moves this undecidability border down to seBPP (also known as multiset
automata, MSA). If we consider the reachability HM property problem, i.e. the
reachability property problem where ϕ is a formula of Hennessy–Milner logic
(HM formula), then this problem has been shown to be decidable for the classes
of PN [JM95] and PAD [JKM01]. We lift the decidability border for this problem
to the wPRS class. This results also moves the decidability border for the reachability simple property problem, i.e. the reachability property problem where ϕ
is a HM formula without any nesting of modal operators a, as the problem has
been know to be decidable for PRS [May00] so far.
Let us recall that the (full) EG logic is decidable for PDA (a consequence
of [MS85] and [Cau92]), whilst undecidability has been obtained for its EGϕ
fragment on (deterministic) BPP [EK95], where ϕ is a HM formula. We show
that this problem remains undecidable on (deterministic) BPP even if we restrict
ϕ to a HM formula without nesting of modal operators a.
As a corollary of our main result, i.e. decidability of the reachability HM
property problem for wPRS, we observe that the problem of strong bisimilarity between wPRS systems and ﬁnite-state ones is decidable. As PRS and its
subclasses are proper subclasses of wPRS, it follows that we positively answer
the question of the reachability HM property problem for the PRS class and
hence the questions of bisimilarity checking the PAN and PRS processes with
ﬁnite-state ones, which have been open problems, see for example [Srb02]. Their
relevance to program speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation is advocated, for example,
in [JKM01, KS04].
The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section we recall some
basic notions including syntax and semantics of (extended) PRS. In Section 3
we show that the problem of reachability HM property is decidable for wPRS.
Some consequences and further results are discussed in Section 4.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
PRS and Its Extensions

Let Const = {X, . . .} be a set of process constants. The set of process terms
(ranged over by t, . . .) is deﬁned by the abstract syntax t ::= ε | X | t.t | tt,
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where ε is the empty term, X ∈ Const is a process constant; and ’.’ and ’’
mean sequential and parallel compositions respectively. We always work with
equivalence classes of terms modulo commutativity and associativity of ’’, associativity of ’.’, and neutrality of ε, i.e. ε.t = t.ε = tε = t. We distinguish four
classes of process terms as:
1 – terms consisting of a single process constant only, in particular ε ∈ 1,
S – sequential terms - terms without parallel composition, e.g. X.Y.Z,
P – parallel terms - terms without sequential composition, e.g. XY Z,
G – general terms - terms without any restrictions, e.g. (X.(Y Z))W .
Let M = {o, p, q, . . .} be a set of control states and Act = {a, b, c, . . .} be
a set of actions. Let α, β ∈ {1, S, P, G}, α ⊆ β be the classes of process terms.
An (α, β)-sePRS (state extended process rewrite system) ∆ is a tuple (R, p0 , t0 ),
where
a

– R is a ﬁnite set of rewrite rules of the form (p, t1 ) → (q, t2 ), where t1 ∈ α,
t1 = ε, t2 ∈ β, p, q ∈ M , and a ∈ Act,
– a pair (p0 , t0 ) ∈ M × β forms the distinguished initial state of the system.
Sets of control states and process constants occurring in rewrite rules or in the
initial state of ∆ are denoted by M (∆) and Const(∆) respectively.
An (α, β)-sePRS ∆ = (R, p0 , t0 ) represents a labelled transition system the
states of which are pairs (p, t) such that p ∈ M (∆) is a control state and t ∈ β is
a process term over Const (∆). The transition relation −→ is the least relation
satisfying the following inference rules:
a

((p, t1 ) → (q, t2 )) ∈ ∆

(p, t1 ) −→ (q, t2 )

a

(p, t1 ) −→ (q, t2 )

a

(p, t1 t1 ) −→ (q, t2 t1 )

a

(p, t1 .t1 ) −→ (q, t2 .t1 )

(p, t1 ) −→ (q, t2 )

a
a

Sometimes we use −→∆ or −→R to emphasize that we mean the transition relation corresponding to ∆ or the relation generated by a set of rules R, respectively.
To shorten our notation we write pt in lieu of (p, t). The transition relation can
be extended to ﬁnite words over Act in a standard way. A state qt2 is reachable
∗
σ
from a state pt1 , written pt1 −→ qt2 , if there is σ ∈ Act ∗ such that pt1 −→ qt2 .
We say that a state is reachable if it is reachable from the initial state.
An (α, β)-sePRS where M (∆) is a singleton is called (α, β)-PRS (process
rewrite system). In such systems we omit the single control state from rules and
states. An (α, β)-sePRS ∆ is called a process rewrite system with weak finite-state
control unit or a weakly extended process rewrite system, written (α, β)-wPRS,
a
if there exists a partial order ≤ on M (∆) such that each rule pt1 → qt2 of ∆
satisﬁes p ≤ q.
Some classes of (α, β)-PRS correspond to widely known models as finitestate systems (FS, (1, 1)-PRS), basic process algebras (BPA, (1, S)-PRS), basic
parallel processes (BPP, (1, P )-PRS), process algebras (PA, (1, G)-PRS), pushdown processes (PDA, (S, S)-PRS, see [Cau92] for justiﬁcation), and Petri nets
(PN, (P, P )-PRS). The classes (S, G)-PRS, (P, G)-PRS and (G, G)-PRS were
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introduced and named as PAD, PAN, and PRS by Mayr [May00]. Instead of
(α, β)-sePRS or (α, β)-wPRS we juxtapose preﬁxes ‘se-’ or‘w-’ respectively with
the acronym corresponding to the (α, β)-PRS class. For example, we use wBPP
rather than (1, P )-wPRS.
The expressive power of a class is measured by the set of labelled transition
systems that are deﬁnable (up to strong bisimulation equivalence [Mil89]) by the
class. Details can be found in [KŘS04b, KŘS04a].
2.2

Logics and Studied Problems

In this paper we work with fragments of unified system of branching-time logic
(UB) [BAPM83]. Formulae of UB have the following syntax:
ϕ ::= tt | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | aϕ | EFϕ | EGϕ,
where a ∈ Act is an action. Here, formulae are interpreted over states of sePRS
systems. Validity of a formula ϕ in a state pt of a given sePRS system ∆, written
(∆, pt) |= ϕ, is deﬁned by induction on the structure of ϕ: tt is valid for all states;
boolean operators have standard meaning; (∆, pt) |= aϕ iﬀ there is a state qt
a
such that pt −→ qt and (∆, qt ) |= ϕ; (∆, pt) |= EFϕ iﬀ there is a state qt
reachable from pt such that (∆, qt ) |= ϕ; (∆, pt) |= EGϕ iﬀ there is a maximal
a1
a2
a3
p2 t2 −→
p3 t3 −→
. . . such that
(ﬁnite or inﬁnite) transition sequence p1 t1 −→
pt = p1 t1 and all states in the sequence satisfy pi ti |= ϕ. We write ∆ |= ϕ if ϕ is
valid in the initial state p0 t0 of ∆. For each UB formula ϕ, depth(ϕ) denotes a
nesting depth of a operators in ϕ (see e.g. [Mil89] for this standard deﬁnition).
A UB formula ϕ is called
– an EF formula if it does not contain any EG operator;
– an EG formula if it does not contain any EF operator;
– a Hennessy–Milner formula (or HM formula for short) if it contains neither
EG nor EF operators;
– a simple formula if it is an HM formula satisfying depth(ϕ) = 1.
In the following, we deal with six problems parametrized by a subclass of
sePRS systems. Let ∆ be a given system of the subclass considered. The problem
to decide whether
– ∆ |= ϕ, where ϕ is a given EF formula, is called decidability of EF logic;
– ∆ |= EFϕ, where ϕ is a given HM formula, is called reachability HM property;
– ∆ |= EFϕ, where ϕ is a given simple formula, is called reachability simple
property;
– ∆ |= ϕ, where ϕ is a given EG formula, is called decidability of EG logic;
– ∆ |= EGϕ, where ϕ is a given HM formula, is called evitability HM property;
– ∆ |= EGϕ, where ϕ is a given simple formula, is called evitability simple
property.
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Main Result

In this section, we study a reachability HM property problem for wPRS, i.e. the
problem to decide whether a given wPRS ∆ and a given HM formula ϕ satisfy
∆ |= EFϕ or not. We prove that the problem is decidable. The proof reduces
this problem to the reachability problem for wPRS, i.e. the problem to decide
whether a given state of a given wPRS is reachable or not, which is decidable
due to [KŘS04a].
Theorem 1 ([KŘS04a]). The reachability problem for wPRS is decidable.
For the rest of this section, let ∆ be a ﬁxed wPRS system, D ∈ Const(∆)
be a ﬁxed fresh process constant, and C = Const (∆) ∪ {D}. Further, let ϕ be a
HM formula and n = depth(ϕ). We assume that n > 0.
Definition 1. A term t is called n-equivalent to a state pt of ∆ if and only if,
for each HM formula ψ satisfying depth(ψ) ≤ n, it holds:
(∆, pt) |= ψ ⇐⇒ (∆, pt ) |= ψ
Our proof will proceed in two steps. In the ﬁrst step we show that there
exists a finite set T of terms such that, for each reachable state pt of ∆, the set
T contains a term t which is n-equivalent to pt. In the second step we enrich
the system with rules allowing us to rewrite an arbitrary reachable state pt to a
state [p, t ] D, where the control state [p, t ] represents the original control state
p and a term t which is n-equivalent to pt. Finally, for each p ∈ M (∆), t ∈ T
a
satisfying (∆, pt ) |= ϕ we add a rule [p, t ] D → acc D. Let us note that the
validity of (∆, pt ) |= ϕ is decidable as wPRS systems are ﬁnitely branching. To
sum up, ϕ is valid for some reachable state pt of ∆ if and only if the state acc D
is reachable in the modiﬁed system.
First, we introduce some auxiliary terminology and notation. A nonempty
proper subterm t of a term t is called idle if t is the right-hand-side component of some sequential composition in t (such that its left-hand-side component is nonempty), where sequential composition is considered to be leftassociative. For example, a term (X.Y.Z)(U.(V W )) should be interpreted as
((X.Y ).Z)(U.(V W )) and its idle subterms are Y, Z, V W but not Y.Z. By
IdleTerms we denote a set of all idle terms occurring in the initial term or
in terms on the right-hand sides of rewrite rules of ∆. Observe that each idle
subterm of any reachable state of ∆ is contained in IdleTerms.
We deﬁne a length of a term t, written |t|, as the number of all occurrences
of process constants in the term. For example, |X(X.Y )ε| = 3. Further, for
each j ≥ 0, we deﬁne a set
SmallTerms(j) = {t | t is a term over C and 0 < |t| ≤ j}.
Definition 2. Let h > 0 be an integer. We put k = max{|t| | t ∈ IdleTerms}
and H = h · (h + k) · |SmallTerms(h + k)|. We define Rules(h) to be the set of
rewrite rules of three types (see the proof of Lemma 1 for their respective roles):
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del

(1) p s .D → pD
(2) p s

for all p ∈ M (∆) and s ∈ SmallTerms(H),

h+1 del

→ p sh for all p ∈ M (∆) and s ∈ SmallTerms(H),

del

(3) p s .s → pD

for all p ∈ M (∆), s ∈ IdleTerms, and
s ∈ SmallTerms(H)  SmallTerms(h),

where si denotes a parallel composition of i copies of term s.
Lemma 1. For each h > 0 and for each reachable state pt of ∆ it holds that
∗
p t.D −→Rules(h) pD.
Proof. As every rule in Rules(h) has its right-hand side shorter than its lefthand side and an application of a rule in Rules(h) cannot produce any new idle
subterm, it is suﬃcient to prove that, for each p ∈ M (∆) and each term t over
C with all idle subterms in IdleTerms, there is a rule of Rules(h) applicable to
p t.D. We assume the contrary and derive a contradiction. Let p ∈ M (∆) be
a control state and t be a term of the minimal length such that t satisﬁes the
preconditions and no rule of Rules(h) is applicable to p t.D. Then |t| > H as in
the other case a rule of type (1) is applicable to p t.D. There are two cases:
t = u.v As v ∈ IdleTerms we have |v| ≤ k. Further, |t| > H implies |u| >
H − k > h. If h < |u| ≤ H, then there is a rule of type (3) that can be
applied to p t.D. Hence |u| > H. As no rule of Rules(h) can be applied to
p t.D = p u.v.D, no such rule can be applied to pu. The inequality |u| > H
gives us that a rule of type (1) is applicable to p u.D if and only if it is
applicable to pu. The same holds for rules of type (2) and (3) as well due to
the shape of these rules and due to the fact that D does not occur in any
term of IdleTerms. To sum up, no rule of Rules(h) can be applied to p u.D
and thus u contradicts the minimality of t.
t = uv As ‘’ is associative and commutative, it can be seen as an operator
with an unbounded arity. Thus, t can be seen as a parallel composition of
several components which are nonempty sequential terms. The length of each
of these components is less than or equal to H; a component u satisfying
|u| > H would contradict the minimality of t using the same arguments as in
the previous case. Further, as no rule of type (3) can be applied, the length
of each component is at most h + k. Moreover, as rules of type (2) are not
applicable, we have that the parallel composition contains at most h copies
of each component. Hence, |t| ≤ h · (h + k) · |SmallTerms(h + k)| = H. This
contradicts the relation |t| > H.


Definition 3. Let l be the maximal length of a left-hand-side term of a rule in ∆.
Lemma 1 implies that, for each reachable state pt of ∆, there exists a transition
∗
sequence p t.D −→Rules(nl) pD. By MultiSet nl (pt) (or just MultiSet(pt) if no
confusion can arise) we denote a multiset containing exactly all the subterms
that are rewritten during this transition sequence and correspond to a subterm
s of rewrite rules of types (1) and (3). Further, for each multiset of terms S =
{t1 , t2 , . . . , tj }, we define its characteristic term tS = (t1 .D)(t2 .D) . . . (tj .D).
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Lemma 2. Let pt be a reachable state of ∆. Then tMultiSet (pt) is n-equivalent
to pt.
∗

Proof. Let us ﬁx a transition sequence p t.D −→Rules(nl) pD and the corresponding multiset MultiSet(pt). The proof proceeds by induction on the number
of transition steps in the transition sequence.
Let Si denote a part of MultiSet(pt) obtained in the ﬁrst i transition steps
and pui be the state reached by these steps. It is suﬃcient to prove that, for
each i, ui tSi is n-equivalent to pt. We note that D cannot be rewritten by any
rewrite rule of ∆ – it is used to prevent unwanted rewriting.
The basic step is trivial as u0 = t, S0 = ∅, and thus ui tSi = tε. Now
we assume that ui tSi is n-equivalent to pt and we prove that the same holds
for ui+1 tSi+1 . Let l be the maximal length of a left-hand-side term of a rule
in ∆. There are three cases reﬂecting the type of the rewrite rule applied in a
del
transition step pui −→Rules(nl) pui+1 :
type (1) We note that no rule in Rules(nl) can introduce D on the right-hand
del

side of a sequential composition. Thus, a rule p s .D → pD of type (1) is
applicable to pui iﬀ ui = s .D. Therefore, ui+1 = D, Si+1 = Si ∪ {s }, and
ui+1 tSi+1 = D(s .D)tSi = Dui tSi . As ui tSi is n-equivalent to pt, it is
obvious that so is ui+1 tSi+1 .
type (2) Let ψ be a HM formula such that depth(ψ) ≤ n. Then its validity in a
state depends only on the ﬁrst n successive transitions performable from the
state. At most nl process constants of the term t can be rewritten during
n successive steps. Hence, at most nl parallel components can be rewritten during these steps. Thus, reducing of the number of identical parallel
components from nl + 1 to nl does not aﬀect the validity of ψ. To sum up,
ui+1 tSi+1 = ui+1 tSi is n-equivalent to pt.
type (3) The term s occurring in the applied rule satisﬁes |s | > nl. Hence, the
part of the term t corresponding to the subterm s of the rule is “too far” to be
rewritten in the ﬁrst n steps of any transition sequence. The term s .s in ui
is replaced by D in ui+1 . It is easy to see that ui+1 tSi+1 = ui+1 (s .D)tSi
is n-equivalent to pt.


Given a multiset of terms S, by S↓n we denote the largest subset of S containing at most n copies of each element. One can readily conﬁrm that a characteristic
term tS is n-equivalent to some state of ∆ if and only if tS↓n is n-equivalent to
this state.
To sum up, for each reachable state pt of ∆, we can construct a multiset
MultiSet (pt)↓n such that its characteristic term tMultiSet (pt)↓n is n-equivalent to
pt. Moreover, there is a bound on the size of each such a multiset which depends
on ∆ and n only. More precisely, such a multiset contains at most n copies
of terms s ∈ SmallTerms(nl · (nl + k) · |SmallTerms(nl + k)|), where l is the
maximal length of a left-hand-side term of a rule in ∆ and k the maximal length
of a term in IdleTerms. We now present the reduction of the reachability HM
property problem for wPRS to the reachability problem for wPRS.
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Lemma 3. Let ∆ be a wPRS system and ϕ be a Hennessy–Milner formula.
Then we can construct a wPRS ∆ with a state acc D such that
∆ |= EFϕ ⇐⇒ acc D is reachable in ∆ .
Proof. Let n, D, C, IdleTerms, SmallTerms(j), and MultiSet (pt) have the same
meanings as above.
Let k be the maximal length of a term in IdleTerms, l be the maximal length
of a left-hand-side term in any rule from ∆, and H = nl·(nl+k)·|SmallTerms(nl+
k)|. Further, let MS be a set of all multisets containing at most n copies of each
term s ∈ SmallTerms(H).
The system ∆ uses control states of the original system, a distinguished
control state acc ∈ M (∆), and control states of the form (p, S) where p ∈ M (∆)
and S ∈ MS.
Let p0 t0 be the initial state of ∆. Then ∆ has the initial state p0 t0 .D and
the following rules, where p and S range over M (∆) and MS respectively. We
omit labels as they are not relevant.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

pt → qt
pX → (p, ∅) X
(p, S) s .D → (p, (S ∪ {s })↓n) D
(p, S) snl+1 → (p, S) snl
(p, S) s .s → (p, (S ∪ {s })↓n) D

(6) (p, S) D → acc D

a

for all (pt → qt ) ∈ ∆
for all X ∈ C
for all s ∈ SmallTerms(H)
for all s ∈ SmallTerms(H)
for all s ∈ IdleTerms and
s ∈ SmallTerms(H)  SmallTerms(nl)
whenever (∆, ptS ) |= ϕ

Intuitively, the rules of type (1) mimic the behaviour of ∆ and allow ∆ to reach
a state p t.D if and only if pt is a reachable state of ∆. A rule of type (2) stops
this mimic phase and starts a checking phase where only rules of types (3)–(6)
are applicable. The rules of types (3), (4), and (5) correspond to the rules of type
(1), (2), and (3) in Rules(nl), respectively. Let p t.D be a ﬁnal state reached in
the mimic phase. The rules of types (3)–(5) allow us to rewrite this state to the
state (p, MultiSet (pt)↓n) D. Finally, the control state (p, MultiSet (pt)↓n) can be
changed to acc using a rule of type (6) if and only if (∆, tMultiSet (pt)↓n ) |= ϕ.
As tMultiSet(pt)↓n is n-equivalent to pt, the control state can be changed to acc
if and only if (∆, pt) |= ϕ.


The following theorem is an immediate corollary of Lemma 3 and Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. The reachability HM property problem is decidable for wPRS.

4

Related Results

An interesting corollary of Theorem 2 arises in connection with one of the results
of [JKM01].
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Theorem 3 ([JKM01], Theorem 22). If the model checking problem for simple EF formulae (i.e. reachability HM property problem) is decidable in a class
K of transition systems, then strong bisimilarity is decidable between processes
of K and finite-state ones.
A combination of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 yields the following corollary.
Theorem 4. Strong bisimilarity is decidable between wPRS systems and finitestate ones.
Remark 1. Theorem 2 also implies that reachability simple property problem is
decidable for PRS. This result has been previously presented in [May98] under
the name reachable property problem. However, the proof given there contains a
nontrivial mistake which was not ﬁxed in subsequent papers [MR98, May00]. The
weak point is the proof showing a transformation of an arbitrary PRS onto a PRS
a
in normal form. Considering a PRS ∆ = ({A(B.C) → A(B.C)}, A(B.C))
that does not model a formula EF(¬att), one receives a transformed PRS in
normal form that models this formula.
Remark 2. It is known that (full) EF logic is undecidable for PN [Esp94]. An
inspection of the proof given in [Esp97] shows that this undecidability result is
valid even for seBPP class (also known as multiset automata, MSA).
Remark 3. Esparza and Kiehn have proved that EG logic is undecidable for
(deterministic) BPP [EK95]. In Appendix A we describe a modiﬁcation of their
proof showing that for (deterministic) BPP even the evitability simple property
problem is undecidable.

5

Conclusion

In the paper we have shown that given any wPRS system ∆ and any Hennessy–
Milner formula ϕ, one can decide whether there is a state s of ∆ reachable from
the initial state of ∆ such that s satisﬁes ϕ. Using Theorem 22 of [JKM01], our
result implies that strong bisimilarity between wPRS and ﬁnite-state systems is
decidable. Decidability of the same problem for some of the wPRS subclasses,
namely PAN and PRS, has been formulated as an open question, see e.g. [Srb02].
The following table describes the current state of (un)decidability results
regarding the six problems deﬁned at the end of Section 2 for the classes of PRS
hierarchy and their extended counterparts. The results established by this paper
are typeset in bold.
problem
decidability of EF logic
reachability HM property
reachability simple property
decidability of EG logic
evitability HM property
evitability simple property

decidable for
PAD [May98]
wPRS
wPRS
PDA [MS85, Cau92]
PDA [MS85, Cau92]
PDA [MS85, Cau92]

undecidable for
seBPP
sePA
sePA
BPP [EK95]
BPP [EK95]
BPP
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To sum up, the situation with (un)decidability of these six problems for all
the considered classes is now clear with one exception: decidability of EF logic
remains open for classes wBPP, wPA, and wPAD.
Regarding other decidability questions we note that the BPP class and its
extensions form a strict (sub)hierarchy with respect to bisimulation,
BPP  wBPP  MSA  PN,
which is decidable (even PSPACE-complete [Jan03]) for BPP processes and undecidable for MSA ([HM01] using the techniques of [Jan95]). Decidability of
bisimilarity remains open for the wBPP class and is a subject of our further research. We are motivated by the fact the strictness of the left-most inclusion can
be proved (but is not shown here) even for language equivalence. The strictness
of inclusion between wBPP and MSA on the language equivalence level is just
our conjecture.
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Evitability Simple Property for Deterministic BPP

In this section, we show how to strengthen the result of undecidability the EG
logic for BPP, a proof of which has been given by Esparza and Kiehn in [EK95].
As we just describe the necessary changes to be done within the proof, we use the
same notation as introduced in [EK95]. The original proof is done by a reduction
from the halting problem of a Minsky counter machine. A quick inspection of
the reduction shows that it demonstrates undecidability of the inevitability HM
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property problem for the class of deterministic BPP systems. We note that it is
not a proof of undecidability for the inevitability simple property problem due to
 (a1 , . . . , ak ), there is a subformula
the following reason. In the deﬁnition of EN
k


¬∃(ai )EN (ai ) corresponding to

i:=1

k


¬ai ai tt in our notation

i=1

which expresses that no sequence ai ai is enabled. Omitting this subformula from
 (a1 , . . . , ak ), the construction produces a simple property formula.
EN
In what follows, we present some other changes to be done within the construction in orded to keep its correctness for the case of the simple property
formula as well. In other words, we prove than even the inevitability simple
property problem remains undecidable for the deterministic BPP systems.
The following deﬁnitions of SM, M, and Cj are the same as in [EK95]:
def

SM = (SQ1  . . . SQn+1 )

def

def

Cj = dec1j · dec2j · dec3j · 0

M = SMQ0

Without loss of generality, we assume that there is no self loop in the counter
machine M (i.e., k = i = k  , for each transition rule of M). Hence, it is not
necessary to create a new parallel instance of a process constant Qi from SQi as
far as the rewriting on the existing instance of Qi is not ﬁnished. In the following,
we reformulate the deﬁnitions of SQi and Qi to prevent sequences of the form
out1i out1i or out2i out2i .
The halting state deﬁnition is reformulated as follows.
def

def

SQn+1 = in1n+1 · Qn+1

Qn+1 = halt · SQn+1

A state qi of type II is modelled as follows.
def

SQi = in1i · Qi

def

Qi = out1i · out2i · SQi

A state qi of type I has to proceed to the state qk . To prevent multiple
occurrences of the process constant Qk , we use the same technique as in the case
of states of type II. Hence, SQi and Qi are modelled as
def

SQi = in1i · Qi

def

Qi = out1i · out2i · (SQi Cj )

and we add the following disjunct to the formula φh to guarantee a move to the
state qk in an honest run.
 (out1 ) ∨ EN
 (out2 ) ∨ EN
 (out2 , out1) ∨ EN
 (out1 )
EN
i
i
i
k
k
Hence, the multiple enabling of out1i and out2i is omitted by the construction. It remains to focus on the situation for dec2i and dec3i . As the states
where both dec2i and dec3i are enabled do not satisfy φh , each state satisfying ∃(dec2i )EN (dec2i ) has no continuation to make a honest run and each state
satisfying ∃(dec3i )EN (dec3i ) is unreachable in any honest run.

